
 

 

 
Abstract—One of the major developments in machine learning in 

the past decade is the ensemble method, which finds highly accurate 
classifier by combining many moderately accurate component 
classifiers. In this research work, new ensemble classification 
methods are proposed with homogeneous ensemble classifier using 
bagging and heterogeneous ensemble classifier using arcing and their 
performances are analyzed in terms of accuracy. A Classifier 
ensemble is designed using Radial Basis Function (RBF) and Support 
Vector Machine (SVM) as base classifiers. The feasibility and the 
benefits of the proposed approaches are demonstrated by the means 
of standard datasets of intrusion detection. The main originality of the 
proposed approach is based on three main parts: preprocessing phase, 
classification phase, and combining phase. A wide range of 
comparative experiments is conducted for standard datasets of 
intrusion detection. The performance of the proposed homogeneous 
and heterogeneous ensemble classifiers are compared to the 
performance of other standard homogeneous and heterogeneous 
ensemble methods. The standard homogeneous ensemble methods 
include Error correcting output codes, Dagging and heterogeneous 
ensemble methods include majority voting, stacking. The proposed 
ensemble methods provide significant improvement of accuracy 
compared to individual classifiers and the proposed bagged RBF and 
SVM performs significantly better than ECOC and Dagging and the 
proposed hybrid RBF-SVM performs significantly better than voting 
and stacking. Also heterogeneous models exhibit better results than 
homogeneous models for standard datasets of intrusion detection. 
 

Keywords—Data mining, ensemble, radial basis function, 
support vector machine, accuracy. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

RADITIONAL protection techniques such as user 
authentication, data encryption, avoiding programming 

errors and firewalls are used as the first line of defense for 
computer security. If a password is weak and is compromised, 
user authentication cannot prevent unauthorized use; firewalls 
are vulnerable to errors in configuration and suspect to 
ambiguous or undefined security policies [1].They are 
generally unable to protect against malicious mobile code, 
insider attacks, and unsecured modems. Programming errors 
cannot be avoided as the complexity of the system and 
application software is evolving rapidly leaving behind some 
exploitable weaknesses. Consequently, computer systems are 
likely to remain unsecured for the foreseeable future. 
Therefore, intrusion detection is required as an additional wall 
for protecting systems despite the prevention techniques. 
Intrusion detection is useful not only in detecting successful 
intrusions, but also in monitoring attempts to break security, 
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which provides important information for timely 
countermeasures [2], [3]. Intrusion detection is classified into 
two types: misuse intrusion detection and anomaly intrusion 
detection. Several machine-learning paradigms including 
neural networks [4], linear genetic programming (LGP) [5], 
support vector machines (SVM), Bayesian networks, 
multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS) [6],fuzzy 
inference systems (FISs) [7], etc. have been investigated for 
the design of IDS.  

Data mining methods may be distinguished by either 
supervised or unsupervised learning methods. One of the most 
active areas of research in supervised learning has been to 
study methods for constructing good ensembles of classifiers. 
It has been observed that when certain classifiers are 
ensembled, the performance of the individual classifiers.  

Recently, advances in knowledge extraction techniques 
have made it possible to transform various kinds of raw data 
into high level knowledge. However, the classification results 
of these techniques are affected by the limitations associated 
with individual techniques. Hence, hybrid approach is widely 
recognized by the data mining research community.  

Hybrid models have been suggested to overcome the 
defects of using a single supervised learning method, such as 
radial basis function and support vector machine techniques. 
Hybrid models combine different methods to improve 
classification accuracy. The term combined model is usually 
used to refer to a concept similar to a hybrid model. Combined 
models apply the same algorithm repeatedly through 
partitioning and weighting of a training data set. Combined 
models also have been called Ensembles. Ensemble improves 
classification performance by the combined use of two effects: 
reduction of errors due to bias and variance [8]. 

This paper proposes new ensemble classification methods 
to improve the classification accuracy. The main purpose of 
this paper is to apply homogeneous and heterogeneous 
ensemble classifiers for standard datasets of intrusion 
detection problem to improve classification accuracy. 
Organization of this paper is as follows. Section II describes 
the related work. Section III presents proposed methodology 
and Section IV explains the performance evaluation measures. 
Section V focuses on the experimental results and discussion. 
Finally, results are summarized and concluded in Section VI. 

II. RELATED WORK  

The Internet and online procedures is an essential tool of 
our daily life today. They have been used as an important 
component of business operation [9]. Therefore, network 
security needs to be carefully concerned to provide secure 
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information channels. Intrusion detection (ID) is a major 
research problem in network security, where the concept of ID 
was proposed by Anderson in 1980 [10]. ID is based on the 
assumption that the behavior of intruders is different from a 
legal user [11]. The goal of intrusion detection systems (IDS) 
is to identify unusual access or attacks to secure internal 
networks [12] Network-based IDS is a valuable tool for the 
defense-in-depth of computer networks. It looks for known or 
potential malicious activities in network traffic and raises an 
alarm whenever a suspicious activity is detected. In general, 
IDSs can be divided into two techniques: misuse detection and 
anomaly detection [13], [14].  

Misuse intrusion detection (signature-based detection) uses 
well-defined patterns of the malicious activity to identify 
intrusions [15], [16]. However, it may not be able to alert the 
system administrator in case of a new attack. Anomaly 
detection attempts to model normal behavior profile. It 
identifies malicious traffic based on the deviations from the 
normal patterns, where the normal patterns are constructed 
from the statistical measures of the system features [17]. The 
anomaly detection techniques have the advantage of detecting 
unknown attacks over the misuse detection technique [18]. 
Several machine learning techniques including neural 
networks, fuzzy logic [19], support vector machines (SVM) 
[17], [19] have been studied for the design of IDS. In 
particular, these techniques are developed as classifiers, which 
are used to classify whether the incoming network traffics are 
normal or an attack. This paper focuses on the Support Vector 
Machine (SVM) and Radial Basis Function (RBF) among 
various machine learning algorithms. 

The most significant reason for the choice of SVM is 
because it can be used for either supervised or unsupervised 
learning. Another positive aspect of SVM is that it is useful 
for finding a global minimum of the actual risk using 
structural risk minimization, since it can generalize well with 
kernel tricks even in high- dimensional spaces under little 
training sample conditions.  

In [20], it is shown how neural networks can be employed 
for the anomaly and misuse detection. The works present an 
application of neural network to learn previous behavior since 
it can be utilized to detection of the future intrusions against 
systems. Experimental results indicate that neural networks 
are “suited to perform intrusion state of art detection and can 
generalize from previously observed behavior” according to 
the authors.  

Reference [21] suggested Application of SVM an ANN for 
intrusion detection. Reference [22] used flexible neural 
network trees for feature deduction and intrusion detection. 
Reference [23] combined multiple techniques for intrusion 
detection.  

References [24], [25] proposed an algorithm the basis of 
which is to adaptively resample and combine (hence the 
acronym--arcing) so that the weights in the resampling are 
increased for those cases most often misclassified and the 
combining is done by weighted voting.  

Previous work has demonstrated that arcing classifiers is 
very effective for RBF-SVM hybrid system [26]. A hybrid 
model can improve the performance of basic classifier [12]. 

In this paper, a hybrid intrusion detection system is 
proposed using radial basis function and support vector 
machine and the effectiveness of the proposed bagged RBF, 
bagged SVM and RBF-SVM hybrid system is evaluated by 
conducting several experiments on real and benchmark 
datasets of intrusion detection. The performance of the 
proposed bagged RBF, bagged SVM, and RBF-SVM hybrid 
classifiers are examined in comparison with standalone RBF 
and standalone SVM classifier and also heterogeneous models 
exhibits better results than homogeneous models for standard 
data sets of intrusion detection. 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

A. Preprocessing  

Before performing any classification method, the data has 
to be preprocessed. In the data preprocessing stage, it has been 
observed that the datasets consist of many missing value 
attributes. By eliminating the missing attribute, records may 
lead to misclassification because the dropped records may 
contain some useful pattern for Classification. The dataset is 
preprocessed by removing missing values using supervised 
filters.  

B. Existing Classification Methods 

1) Radial Basis Function Neural Network 

Radial basis function (RBF) networks [27] combine a 
number of different concepts from approximation theory, 
clustering, and neural network theory. A key advantage of 
RBF networks for practitioners is the clear and understandable 
interpretation of the functionality of basic functions. In 
addition, fuzzy rules may be extracted from RBF networks for 
deployment in an expert system. 

The RBF networks used here may be defined as follows. 

1. RBF networks have three layers of nodes: input layer Iu , 

hidden layer Hu and output layer 0u  
2. Feed-forward connections exist between input and hidden 

layers, between input and output layers (shortcut 
connections), and between hidden and output layers. 
Additionally, there are connections between a bias node 

and each output node. A scalar weight j,iw  is 
associated with the connection between nodes i and j.  

3. The activation of each input node (fanout) Iui is equal 
to its external input  
 

)k(x
def

)k(a ii                       (1) 
 
where )(kxi is the element of the external input vector (pattern) 

)(kX  of the network( ,....2,1k denotes the number of the 
pattern). 
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4. Each hidden node (neuron) Huj determines the 
Euclidean distance between “its own” weight vector 

T
)j,u()j,1(

def

)w,.....,w(Wj
I

 and the activations of the input 

nodes, i.e., the external input vector 
 

)k(XWj)k(s
def

j                             (2) 
 

The distance )k(s j  is used as an input of a radial basis 

function in order to determine the activation )k(a j  of node j. 

Here, Gaussian functions are employed  
 

)2/2)(()( jrkjseka
def

j
            (3) 

 

The parameter jr  of node j is the radius of the basis 

function; the vector Wj  is its center. 
Localized basis functions such as the Gaussian or the 

inverse multiquadricare usually preferred. 
5. Each output node (neuron) 0ul computes its activation 

as a weighted sum 
 

)l,B(i)l,i(
Iu

i
j)l,j(

Hu

j

def
w)k(a.w)k(a.w)k(a  

 11
1        (4) 

 

The external output vector of the network, )(ky  consists of 

the activations of output nodes, i.e., )k(a
def

)k(y 11  . The 

activation of a hidden node is high if the current input vector 
of the network is “similar” (depending on the value of the 
radius) to the center of its basis function. The center of a basis 
function can, therefore, be regarded as a prototype of a 
hyperspherical cluster in the input space of the network. The 
radius of the cluster is given by the value of the radius 
parameter. In the literature, some variants of this network 
structure can be found, some of which do not contain shortcut 
connections or bias neurons. 

2) Support Vector Machine  

Support vector machines [28], [29] are powerful tools for 
data classification. Classification is achieved by a linear or 
nonlinear separating surface in the input space of the dataset. 
The separating surface depends only on a subset of the 
original data. This subset of data, which is all that is needed to 
generate the separating surface, constitutes the set of support 
vectors. In this study, a method is given for selecting as small 
a set of support vectors as possible which completely 
determines a separating plane classifier. In nonlinear 
classification problems, SVM tries to place a linear boundary 
between two different classes and adjust it in such a way that 
the margin is maximized [30]. Moreover, in the case of 
linearly separable data, the method is to find the most suitable 
one among the hyperplanes that minimize the training error. 

After that, the boundary is adjusted such that the distance 
between the boundary and the nearest data points in each class 
is maximal. 

In a binary classification problem, its data points are given 
as: 

 

  },,{y,nx)},....ly,lx),....(y,x{(D 1111       (5) 
 
Where y = a binary value representing the two classes and,          
x = the input vector. 

As mentioned above, there are numbers of hyperplanes that 
can separate these two sets of data and the problem is to find 
the hyperplane with the largest margin. Suppose that all 
training data satisfy the following constraints: 
 

For 1iy  . 1w x b        (6) 
 

For 1iy 1.  bxw       (7) 
 
Where w = the boundary, x = the input vector, b = the scalar 
threshold (bias).Therefore, the decision function that can 
classify the data is: 
 

)).sgn(()( bxwyf                      (8) 
 
Thus, the separating hyperplane must satisfy the following 
constraints: 
 

1 ]).[( bxwy ii                         (9) 
 
Where l = the number of training sets 

The optimal hyperplane is the unique one that not only 
separates the data without error but also maximizes the 
margin. It means that it should maximize the distance between 
closest vectors in both classes to the hyperplane. Therefore, 
the hyperplane that optimally separate the data into two 
classes can be shown to be the one that minimize the 
functional: 
 

2

2
w

w  )(                          (10) 

 
Therefore, the optimization problem can be formulated into an 
equivalent non-constraint optimization problem by introducing 

the Lagrange multipliers ( 0 I ) and a Lagrangian: 
 

))b)x.w((y(w),b,w(L ttt
l..t

1
2

1

1

2  


                  (11) 

  
The Lagrangian has to be minimized with respect to w and b 
by the given expressions: 
 

  xyw0      (12) 
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This expressions for w0 is then substitute into (11) which will 
result in dual form of the function which has to be maximized 
with respect to the constraints 0 I . 

 

Maximize  



ljI

jijijiI xxyyW
..,

)()(
12

1
   (13) 

  

Subject to liI .., 10  and   iI y . The hyperplane 

decision function can therefore be written as: 
 

  )b)x.x(y(sign)bxw(sign)x(f iii 0000          (14) 

 
However, (14) is meant for linearly separable data in SVM. 

In a non-linearly separable data, SVM is used to learn the 
decision functions by first mapping the data to some higher 
dimensional feature space and constructing a separating 
hyperplane in this space. 

C. Homogeneous Ensemble Classifiers 

1) Dagging 

This meta classifier creates a number of disjoint, stratified 
folds out of the data and feeds each chunk of data to a copy of 
the supplied base classifier. Predictions are made via majority 
vote, since all the generated base classifiers are put into the 
Vote meta classifier. It is useful for base classifiers that are 
quadratic or worse in time behavior, regarding number of 
instances in the training data. 

2) ECOC  

Error correcting output codes (ECOC) are commonly used 
in information theory for correcting bit reversals caused by 
noisy communication channels, or in machine learning for 
converting binary classifiers, such as support vector machines, 
to multi-class classifiers by decomposing a multi-class 
problem into several two-class problems [31].Dietterich and 
Bakiri introduced ECOC to be used within the ensemble 
setting [32]. The idea is to use a different class encoding for 
each member of the ensemble. 

3) Proposed Bagged RBF and SVM Classifiers  

Given a set D, of d tuples, bagging [33] works as follows. 
For iteration i (i =1, 2,…k), a training set, Di, of d tuples is 
sampled with replacement from the original set of tuples, D. 
The bootstrap sample Di, by sampling D with replacement, 
from the given training data set D repeatedly. Each example in 
the given training set D may appear repeated number of times 
or not at all in any particular replicate training data set Di. A 
classifier model, Mi, is learned for each training set, Di. To 
classify an unknown tuple, X, each classifier, Mi, returns its 
class prediction, which counts as one vote. The bagged RBF 
and SVM, M*, counts the votes and assigns the class with the 
most votes to X.  
Algorithm: RBF and SVM ensemble classifiers using bagging 
Input: 

 D, a set of d tuples. 
 k = 2, the number of models in the ensemble. 

 Base Classifiers (Radial Basis Function, Support Vector 
Machine)  

Output: Bagged RBF and SVM, M* 
Method: 

1.  for i= 1 to k do // create k models  
2.  Create a bootstrap sample, Di, by sampling D with 

replacement, from the given training data set D 
repeatedly. Each example in the given training set D 
may appear repeated times or not at all in any 
particular replicate training data set Di 

3.  Use Di to derive a model, Mi;  
4.  Classify each example din training data Diand 

initialized the weight, Wifor the model, Mi, based on 
the accuracies of percentage of correctly classified 
example in training data Di.   

5.  endfor 
 To use the bagged RBF and SVM models on a tuple, X: 

1.  if classification then  
2.      let each of the k models classify X and return the 

majority vote; 
3.  if prediction then  
4.      let each of the k models predict a value for X and 

return the average predicted value; 

D. Heterogeneous Ensemble Classifiers 

1) Weighted Majority Algorithm  

In machine learning, Weighted Majority Algorithm (WMA) 
is a meta-learning algorithm used to construct a compound 
algorithm from a pool of prediction algorithms, which could 
be any type of learning algorithms, classifiers, or even real 
human experts. The algorithm assumes that we have no prior 
knowledge about the accuracy of the algorithms in the pool, 
but there are sufficient reasons to believe that one or more will 
perform well. 

Assume that the problem is a binary decision problem. To 
construct the compound algorithm, a positive weight is given 
to each of the algorithms in the pool. The compound algorithm 
then collects weighted votes from all the algorithms in the 
pool, and gives the prediction that has a higher vote. If the 
compound algorithm makes a mistake, the algorithms in the 
pool that contributed to the wrong predicting will be 
discounted by a certain ratio β where 0<β<1. 

It can be shown that the upper bounds on the number of 
mistakes made in a given sequence of predictions from a pool 
of algorithms A is 

 
 mAlogO                                 (15) 

 
if one algorithm in iX makes at most 

mistakesm . There are 

many variations of the Weighted Majority Algorithm to 
handle different situations, like shifting targets, infinite pools, 
or randomized predictions. The core mechanisms remain 
similar, with the final performances of the compound 
algorithm bounded by a function of the performance of the 
specialist (best performing algorithm) in the pool. 

2) Stacking  

Stacking (sometimes called stacked generalization) 
involves training a learning algorithm to combine the 
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predictions of several other learning algorithms. First, all of 
the other algorithms are trained using the available data, then a 
combiner algorithm is trained to make a final prediction using 
all the predictions of the other algorithms as additional inputs. 
If an arbitrary combiner algorithm is used, then stacking can 
theoretically represent any of the ensemble techniques 
described in this article, although in practice, a single-layer 
logistic regression model is often used as the combiner. 

Stacking typically yields performance better than any single 
one of the trained models. It has been successfully used on 
both supervised learning tasks (regression) and unsupervised 
learning (density estimation). It has also been used to estimate 
bagging's error rate. It has been reported to out-perform 
Bayesian model-averaging. The two top-performers in the 
Netflix competition utilized blending, which may be 
considered to be a form of stacking.  

3) Proposed RBF-SVM Hybrid System 

Given a set D, of d tuples, arcing [34] works as follows; For 
iteration i (i =1, 2,…..k), a training set, Di, of d tuples is 
sampled with replacement from the original set of tuples, D. 
some of the examples from the dataset D will occur more than 
once in the training dataset Di. The examples that did not 
make it into the training dataset end up forming the test 
dataset. Then a classifier model, Mi, is learned for each 
training examples d from training dataset Di. A classifier 
model, Mi, is learned for each training set, Di. To classify an 
unknown tuple, X, each classifier, Mi, returns its class 
prediction, which counts as one vote. The hybrid classifier 
(RBF-SVM), M*, counts the votes and assigns the class with 
the most votes to X.  
Algorithm: Hybrid RBF-SVM using Arcing Classifier 
Input: 

 D, a set of d tuples. 
 k = 2, the number of models in the ensemble. 
 Base Classifiers (Radial Basis Function, Support Vector 

Machine)  
Output: Hybrid RBF-SVM model, M*. 
Procedure: 

1.  For i = 1 to k do // Create k models 
2.  Create a new training dataset, Di, by sampling D with 

replacement. Same example from given dataset D 
may occur more than once in the training dataset Di. 

3.  Use Di to derive a model, Mi 
4.  Classify each example din training data Di and 

initialized the weight, Wifor the model, Mi, based on 
the accuracies of percentage of correctly classified 
example in training data Di. 

5.  endfor 
To use the hybrid model on a tuple, X: 

1. if classification then  
2.     let each of the k models classify X and return the 

majority vote; 
3. if prediction then  
4.     let each of the k models predict a value for X and 

return the average predicted value; 
The basic idea in Arcing is like bagging, but some of the 

original tuples of D may not be included in Di, whereas others 
may occur more than once.  

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION MEASURES  

A. Cross Validation Technique 

Cross-validation [35] sometimes called rotation estimation, 
is a technique for assessing how the results of a statistical 
analysis will generalize to an independent data set. It is mainly 
used in settings where the goal is prediction, and one wants to 
estimate how accurately a predictive model will perform in 
practice. 10-fold cross validation is commonly used. In 
stratified K-fold cross-validation, the folds are selected so that 
the mean response value is approximately equal in all the 
folds. 

B. Criteria for Evaluation 

The primary metric for evaluating classifier performance is 
classification Accuracy: the percentage of test samples that the 
ability of a given classifier to correctly predict the label of new 
or previously unseen data (i.e. tuples without class label 
information). Similarly, the accuracy of a predictor refers to 
how well a given predictor can guess the value of the 
predicted attribute for new or previously unseen data. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Acer07 Dataset Description 

The Acer07 dataset, being released for the first time is a real 
world data set collected from one of the sensors in Acer eDC 
(Acer e-Enabling Data Center). The data used for evaluation is 
the inside packets from August 31, 2007 to September 7, 
2007. 

B. NSL-KDD Dataset Description  

The data used in classification is NSL-KDD, which is a new 
dataset for the evaluation of researches in network intrusion 
detection system. NSL-KDD consists of selected records of 
the complete KDD'99 dataset [36].NSL-KDD dataset solve the 
issues of KDD'99 benchmark [37]. Each NSL-KDD 
connection record contains 41 features (e.g., protocol type, 
service, and flag, etc.) and is labeled as either normal or an 
attack, with one specific attack type. 

C. Experiments and Analysis  

In this section, new ensemble classification methods are 
proposed using classifiers in both homogeneous ensembles 
using bagging and heterogeneous ensembles using arcing 
classifier and their performances are analyzed in terms of 
accuracy. The performance of the proposed homogeneous and 
heterogeneous ensemble classifiers are compared to the 
performance of other standard homogeneous and 
heterogeneous ensemble methods.  

1) Homogeneous Ensemble Classifiers 

The NSL-KDD and Acer07 datasets are taken to evaluate 
the base classifiers and homogeneous ensemble classifiers. 
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TABLE I 
THE PERFORMANCE OF BASE CLASSIFIERS AND HOMOGENEOUS ENSEMBLE 

CLASSIFIERS FOR NSL-KDD DATASET 

Datasets Classifiers Classification Accuracy 

NSL- KDD 

RBF 84.74 % 

Proposed Bagged RBF 86.40 % 

ECOC RBF 86.07 % 

Dagged RBF 85.36 % 

SVM 91.81 % 

Proposed Bagged SVM 93.92 % 

ECOC SVM 91.93 % 

Dagged SVM 90.89 % 

 

TABLE II 
THE PERFORMANCE OF BASE CLASSIFIERS AND HOMOGENEOUS ENSEMBLE 

CLASSIFIERS FOR ACER07DATASET 

Datasets Classifiers Classification Accuracy 

Acer07 

RBF 99.53% 

Proposed Bagged RBF 99.86 % 

ECOC RBF 99.40 % 

Dagged RBF 98.10 % 

SVM 99.80% 

Proposed Bagged SVM 99.93 % 

ECOC SVM 99.90 % 

Dagged SVM 97.90 % 

 

Fig.1 Classification Accuracy of base classifiers and Homogeneous Ensemble Classifiers using NSL- KDD dataset 
 

 

Fig. 2 Classification Accuracy of base classifiers and homogeneous ensemble classifiers using Acer07 dataset 
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Fig.3 Classification Accuracy of Base and Heterogeneous Ensemble Classifiers using NSL-KDD dataset 
 

 

Fig. 4 Classification Accuracy of Base and Heterogeneous Ensemble Classifiers Using Acer07 dataset 
 

2) Heterogeneous Ensemble Classifiers  

The NSL-KDD and Acer07 datasets are taken to evaluate 
the base and heterogeneous ensemble classifiers. 

 
TABLE III 

THE PERFORMANCE OF BASE AND HETEROGENEOUS ENSEMBLE CLASSIFIERS 

FOR NSL- KDD DATASET 
Dataset  Classifiers Classification Accuracy 

NSL- KDD RBF 84.74 % 

SVM 91.81 % 

Proposed Hybrid RBF-SVM 98.46 % 

Voted RBF-SVM 91.93 % 

Stacked RBF-SVM 92.43 % 

 
 
 
 
 

TABLE IV  
THE PERFORMANCE OF BASE AND HETEROGENEOUS ENSEMBLE CLASSIFIERS 

FOR ACER07DATASET 
Dataset  Classifiers Classification Accuracy 

Acer07 RBF 99.53 % 

SVM 99.80 % 

Proposed Hybrid RBF-SVM 99.98 %

Voted RBF-SVM 99.83 % 

Stacked RBF-SVM 99.82 % 

D. Experimental Comparison 

In all experiments presented here, classification accuracy is 
estimated using 10-fold stratified cross validation [38]. Cross 
validation is repeated ten times using different random 
generator seeds resulting in ten different sets of folds. The 
same folds (random generator seeds) were used in all 
experiments. On the meta-level, the performances of four 
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algorithms for combining classifiers are compared. The four 
algorithms used for combining classifiers are ECOC, Dagging, 
majority voting and stacking. 

The classification accuracy of the combining algorithms 
averaged over ten runs of ten-fold cross validation. 
Assessment of performance is based on the calculation of the 
χ2 statistic for all the approaches and their critical values are 
found to be less than 0.455. Hence, their corresponding 
probability is p < 0.5. This is smaller than the conventionally 
accepted significance level of 0.05 or 5%. Thus examining a 
χ2 significance table, it is found that this value is significant 
with a degree of freedom of 1. In general, the result of χ2 

statistic analysis shows that the proposed classifiers are 
significant at p < 0.05 than the existing classifiers. 

1) Homogeneous Ensemble Classifiers  

In this research work, new ensemble classification methods 
are proposed with homogeneous ensembles using bagging and 
their performances are analyzed in terms of accuracy. Here, 
the base classifiers are constructed using radial basis function 
and Support Vector Machine. Bagging is performed with 
radial basis function classifier and support vector machine to 
obtain a very good classification performance. Tables I and II 
show classification performance for standard datasets of 
intrusion detection using existing and proposed bagged radial 
basis function neural network and support vector machine. 
The analysis of results shows that the proposed bagged radial 
basis function and bagged support vector machine classifies 
are shown to be superior to individual approaches for standard 
datasets of intrusion detection problem in terms of 
classification accuracy. According to Figs.1 and 2 proposed 
combined models show significantly larger improvement of 
classification accuracy than the base classifiers and the results 
are found to be statistically significant. This means that the 
combined methods are more accurate than the individual 
methods in the field of intrusion detection. 

Tables I and II compare the performance of proposed 
bagged RBF and SVM to the performance of ECOC and 
Dagging with RBF and SVM. The proposed bagged RBF and 
SVM performs significantly better than ECOC and Dagging 
on standard datasets of intrusion detection.  

2) Heterogeneous Ensemble Classifiers 

In this research work, new hybrid classification methods are 
proposed with heterogeneous ensembles using arcing classifier 
and their performances are analyzed in terms of accuracy. The 
data set described in Section V is being used to test the 
performance of base classifiers and hybrid classifier. In the 
proposed approach, first the base classifiers RBF and SVM are 
constructed individually to obtain a very good generalization 
performance. Secondly, the ensemble of RBF and SVM is 
designed. In the ensemble approach, the final output is decided 
as follows: base classifier’s output is given a weight (0–1 
scale) depending on the generalization performance as given 
in Tables III and IV. According to Figs.3 and 4, the proposed 
hybrid models show significantly larger improvement of 
classification accuracy than the base classifiers and the results 

are found to be statistically significant. The experimental 
results show that proposed hybrid RBF-SVM is superior to 
individual approaches for intrusion detection problem in terms 
of classification accuracy. 

The performance comparison between proposed hybrid 
RBF-SVM and voting, stacking with RBF and SVM can be 
found in Tables III and IV. Both methods use the same base 
classifiers. The proposed hybrid RBF-SVM performs 
significantly better on standard datasets of intrusion detection. 
The overall relative improvement of accuracy is high.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this research work, new combined classification methods 
are proposed using classifiers in homogeneous ensembles 
using bagging and the performance comparisons have been 
demonstrated using standard datasets of intrusion detection in 
terms of accuracy. Here, the proposed bagged radial basis 
function and bagged support vector machine combines the 
complementary features of the base classifiers. Similarly, new 
hybrid RBF-SVM models are designed in heterogeneous 
ensembles involving RBF and SVM models as base classifiers 
and their performances are analyzed in terms of accuracy. The 
performance of the proposed homogeneous and heterogeneous 
ensemble classifiers are compared to the performance of other 
standard homogeneous and heterogeneous ensemble methods. 
The standard homogeneous ensemble methods include Error 
correcting output codes, dagging and heterogeneous ensemble 
methods include majority voting, stacking.  

The experiment results lead to the following observations. 
 SVM exhibits better performance than RBF in the 

important respects of accuracy. 
 The proposed bagged methods are shown to be 

significantly higher improvement of classification 
accuracy than the base classifiers.  

 The hybrid RBF-SVM shows higher percentage of 
classification accuracy than the base classifiers. 

 The proposed ensemble methods provide significant 
improvement of accuracy compared to individual 
classifiers and the proposed bagged RBF and SVM 
performs significantly better than ECOC and Dagging and 
the proposed hybrid RBF-SVM performs significantly 
better than voting and stacking. 

 The heterogeneous models exhibit better results than 
homogeneous models for standard datasets of intrusion 
detection. 

The future research will be directed towards developing 
more accurate base classifiers particularly for the intrusion 
detection problem. 
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